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FalseFront is pleased to exhibit digging fills, a multi-media solo work from Peter Burr. Accompanied 
by three select works from a series of 3D lenticular prints, digging fills presents an audiovisual 
grayscale environment of static noise and television snow—a continuous terrain rendering through 
checkered filtered lenses and insect chirping wilds.  
 
How does expression mark time? A dim-lit couch, daily variations on recurrent lack; blog posts, with 
their renewing Sisyphean dizziness of two-second GIFs; a journal in words or drawings, squatting real 
estate for traces of fled experience. 
 
We’re told that we can repeat overtly or let it repeat through us: that these are our two options. But here 
we might get both at once. 
 
We may feel hemmed in by the manic tessellations of these scenes, the dense and creasing matrices 
so close they can’t sit still. We are at once asked to enter and denied a place to stand. 
 
The animation condensed in these carceral stills is unleashed by our fidgets, it seems. Swaying in 
three-step dances side to side, our bodies’ motion gets transferred to the works. 
 
But let us remember that it’s we who are really spatial, however drafted and compliant (for now) we 
may be. Let us remember that the twitching of patterns is a reflection, however disfigured, of our own 
capacity to move.  
 
Marcus, Sara. digging fills. Exhibition pamphlet, Synchronicity Gallery, Los Angles, CA. 2011. Print. 
 
Peter Burr is a Brooklyn, NY based artist who has presented nationally and internationally in venues 
including Le Centre Pompidou, Paris, FR; Reina Sofia National Museum, Madrid, ES; and MoMA 
PS1, New York, NY. He is also the founder of CARTUNE XPREZ, an animation project that has 
toured through more than 25 countries over the past 10 years to present site-specific cartoon events.  
 
FalseFront is a space, positioned off in Portland, Oregon and is supported in part by the Precipice 
Fund administered by the Portland Institute for Contemporary Art (PICA) with lead support from the 
Calligram Foundation and the Regional Regranting Program of the Andy Warhol Foundation for the 
Visual Arts. 
	  


